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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public participation by individuals, petitions by NGOs, too. Everyone has its role. Local communities make the best clients. NGOs might fall into a legitimacy trap, but can escape, too, first of all with organising, networking, serving local communities. State interests in pp, CB ensues from. The thousand eyes and ears of the environmental authorities. Transgovernance. Joint patrols in nature protection guard teams. It shall be a planned, organised, budgeted, institutionalised, systematic, measured (feed-backs, indicators) governmental CB program. If a country wishes to have an effective environmental enforcement system. Which one does?



Pp. as the best approximation to FG 

• Who is aware of the real interests of FG? 
• The thousand eyes and ears of the 

environmental authorities 
• The practical experiences of the public interest 

law firm of EMLA and the FGO 
• The NIMBY syndrome according to Philip 

Shabekoff, the quality of pp., responsible pp. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, in Principle 19. : environmental education and media – not yet systematicallyAgenda 21 – the peak so far: planned, institutionalised, complex, international etc.1972, in the World Heritage Convention: state programs to strengthen appreciation and respect for WHASEAN Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural ResourcesNorth American Agreement on Environmental Co-operation tribal persons understand and be able to use the legal tools to protect their env.UN Convention to Combat Desertification: NGOs role in CB



The Aarhus story 

• Pp as a legal postmodern – a longstanding 
progressive development or just an episode? 

• From Minister Vavrousek to Aarhus and Lucca 
– pp. in drafting, ambitious text, quick 
ratification, developing text, compliance 
committee, exhausting country reports 

• The secret of Aa.: synthesis, system approach, 
with 3 pillars + capacty building 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally Art. 2 was planned a CB chapter, lately the rules were scattered into many Art.s.Plenty of capacity building actions within Aa., the A2j task force institutionalised it, many conferences, workshops, research, case study (almost 2000 – in a broader sense: CB for countries and autorhoties to implement AA., too.)The capacity building chapter of the TAI indicators has three sections. The first one examines the level of government investment in capacity building. In this section we evaluate both the efforts to build the capacity of selected institutions’ staff to support access principles and the efforts to build the capacity of citizens and their groups. The second section focuses on the question whether the legal and practical situation is supportive enough for the operation of NGOs in the given country. In this section we focus on the requirements of registration of public interest groups and conditions of financing NGO activities. The third section examines the role of the media in capacity building for public participation in environmental decision-making. Here we look at the level and quality of covering environmental issues in the media.



The system of CB in the Aarhus Convention 
Information Organisatio

nal-procedu 
al help 

Prohibition 
of capacity 
destroying 

General Environmental, 
institutional, 
procedural (3.2, 
3.3, 5.2a, 5.3a, 
5.4,, 5.5a-c 
5.7a,b, Prea.;) 

NGO friendly 
laws, state 
subsidies etc. 
(2.5, 3.4, 5.2.c) 

No 
discrimination 
(3.9, Espoo 2.6) 

Individual 
cases 

Environmental, 
institutional, 
procedural (3.2, 
3.3, 5.2a,b.i,ii, 
6.2, 9.5) 
 

e.g. standing for 
environmental 
NGOs (2.5, 4.8, 
6.6, 9.1, 9.2, 9.4, 
9.5) 

No penalization 
harassment or 
prosecution for 
pp. (3.8) 
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Presentation Notes
The TAI indicator systems measure several aspects of it: the level of existing pp. vapacities, capacity building of the administrative bodies other than environmental protection, national, regional, local level. Attitudes of officials towards pp.Environmental education (e.g. environmental and institutional elements of the national educational plan + train the trainers), awareness raising. Forming values ane emotional side, too. Media attention and attitudes, governmental policy to influence them. Creative tools, too, such as arts, churches, opinion leaders (e.g. local teachers, labor unions etc.). Access to environmental information (such as annual report on the State of the Environment in the country) if detailed enough, broken down enough to localities and explained well, can be the most important CB tools.  Emotional detachment shall be overcome, however.Legal-institutional-procedural CB, meta-information. Environmental laws relevant for several topics, but systematic as well (neighbouring fields of law), international legal sources if relevant in the given country. Environmental officers/contact points (?) on both general and individual levels. Be familiar with the authority system, access to information rights and procedural issues (deadlines, eligible evidences, costs, legal remedies etc.). Notification in an effective manner.„Recognition and support” for mainstreams and grassroots as well. Feewaiver and tax relief provisions (also for donors). Registration, re-registration rules, trust-building rules or huge bureaucracy required, court practices, the level of freedom of association. Normative enough donation policy, technical support for NGOs, outsourcing, project money.Standing, litigation fee, expenses, free of charge or inexpensive procedures (especially as concerns a2i) and remedies. Independent, pro bono expert and legal help. „appropriate assistance mechanisms to remove financial and other barriers”Discrimination on the basis of citizenship, nationality, domicile etc. Related topics: Espoo 2(6) the opportunity provided to the public of the affected party shall be equivalent with that of the party of origin. Environmental justice, environmental racism.Widespread literature of SLAPP cases, slender, libel or (personality etc.) damage cases (e.g. for the delay caused), even criminal cases, too, or just hysterizing mobs, interested on short run in the polluting activity, press campaigns etc.



CB in the work of FGOs 
Information Organisatio

nal help 
Prohibition 
of capacity 
destroying 

General Environmental, 
institutional, 
procedural 
leaflets 

Lobbying for 
NGO friendly 
laws, state 
subsidies etc. 

Fighting against 
discrimination, 
equitable client 
policy 

Individual 
cases 

Iterative 
procedures 
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of information 
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procedures 
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against 
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Presentation Notes
The UNDESA drafted report of the SG of UN highlights that one of the roles of a possible high representative of FGs will be public participation and capacity building, especially by bridging the most important scientific achievements on global scase to the national and even local level, where there is a desperate need to know and use them.ad 1. Supporting research, collecting data and disseminating information in professional/NGO conferences (H-FGO: more than 150/y) in press (1500-1500/y press coverages) ad 2. With its multidisciplinary staff, highlighting and explaining the scientific background of the cases for the compliants and also for the authorities that played a role in them. ad 3. Performing analyses about public participation laws, influencing the related legal drafts: FGO had big fights concerning standing of NGOs and other interested members of the public in connection with re-codification of the General Administrative Procedural Code and several lower level decrees. ad 4. Highlighting proper interpretation for the relevant substantial and procedural laws int he individual cases. The FGO spatial planning cases served as exceptional CB opportunities for the concerned communities  ad 5. Overall ex officio examination of the legal, economic and professional status of the NGOs, putting together packages of legal and organisational proposals. Ad 6. Revealing the relevant facts in individual cases and initiating disciplinary, petty offence and criminal law sanctions. ad 6. Complaint booth int he Ombudsman Office. Ad 7 Suggested joint research with the Office of the Ombudsman for Minority Protection.
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